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Nose4News
Emily Wong
Zingg will be 
missed by 
Poly students
Editor’s note: This is Mustang 
Daily's first neu's commentary. The col' 
umn provides a firsoperson analysis o f 
current Cal Poly issues.
In the past 10 years, some of the biggest decisions made on the Cal Poly campus have been under die 
influence of Provost and Vice 
President Paul Zingg.
Zingg has worked closely with 
President Warren Baker to reach deci­
sions on the future of the industrial 
technology department, the overturn 
of the proposed pornography resolution 
and the difficult alkx:ation of state 
funds during California’s budget crisis.
But the decision-making pnxess 
alone is not what made Zingg an inte­
gral part of the campus. In retrospect, 
most of the conclusions drawn by him 
and campus officials failed to coincide 
with the student IxxJy’s perspective, 
but Zingg t(X)k this opportunity to 
challenge Cal Poly’s young adults. 
After industrial technology students 
were denied the opportunity to move 
to the Qillege of Agriculture, Zingg 
suggested the fomiation of a study 
group to help rebuild their existing 
relation-ship with the C'irfalea Qillege 
of Business. It was for this type of 
interaction with Cal Poly students 
that we will remember him.
And niiw a fearless leiider on our 
campus is gone.
Zingg officially left Cal Poly on Jan. 
10. He accepted a job as president of 
California State University, Chico 
and will assume office there on Feb. 1.
“Th is is the realization of a dream 
for me,” Zingg said in a prcvunis inter­
view with Mustang Daily.
And his new post will be a dream 
come true well worth it. Zingg will see 
a starting salary of $205,800 and 
receive $30,000 to put toward a home 
in Chico.
This figure drastically exceeds his 
previous salary. As a top-level admin­
istrator, his salary was $173,868. In his 
new position, Zingg will see an 
increase of nearly $32,000.
But above and beyond the econom­
ics, Zingg said “everything became 
clear when (he) visited (Chico).”
At the same time he said he will 
miss the university and the “dedicated 
folks who sincerely believe in Cal 
Poly’s distinctive mission.”
To the students, Zingg’s final words 
arc of inspiration and personal 
growth. “Develop your imagination 
and sense of intellectual daring,” he 
said in an e-mail response, “just don’t 
get tix) comfortable. It can lead to 
arrogance and indifference.”
Emily Wong Ls a journalism junior arid 
Mustang Daily staff writer. Contact her at 
mustanfrdaily@calpoly.edu or 756'1796.
SPAM guard to filter Poly e-mail
By Randi Block
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Thanks to the recent advent of a new “SPAM” 
rating system implemented in December, Cal Poly 
students can easily identify and control unwanted 
e-mails in their school account.
Starting Monday, e-mails which the new rating 
engine finds to be SPAM, a slang term for unso­
licited commercial e-mail, will be identified in the 
student’s mailbox by “cpSPAM” at the beginning 
of the subject line. Students will also be able to fil­
ter messages that are identified as such, so they do 
not appear in the mailbox.
Information Technology Services created this
system in response to the growing problem of 
unw'anted e-mails in the school’s system.
“I have 14,000 junk e-mails unread in my 
account,” business senior Jared Emmons said. “I’m 
not going to go through and delete them all, so 
I’ve stopped using the account.”
The rating system has a sensitivity level that 
can be set between one, which is extremely strict, 
and 300 which is the most lenient.
The system is currently set at 50. At this level 
ITS can identify 33 percent of all incoming mail 
as SPAM. The level is fairly lenient to ensure that 
legitimate mail will be sent without problems. The
see SPAM, page 2
Is SPAM a problem?
Do you use 
your Cal Poly 
account often?
I you
Do you Find a lot 
of SPAM in your 
account?
y's?
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'PROPAGANDA!'
an posters on display
By Ashlee Bodenhamer
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Artwork depicting Che Guevara and other 
revolutionaries will highlight the University Art 
Gallery in a collection of Cuban posters from 
the 1950s to 1990s. Titled “Propaganda! Cuban 
Political and Film Posters,” the exhibit opens 
ttxJay and kicks off at 6 p.m. with a slide presen­
tation by Cuban-bom graphic designer and 
archivist Lincoln Cushing.
The exhibit, on loan from New York’s 
American Institute of Graphic Arts, is the 
senior project of art and design student Nitza 
Salomon, and will also feature a film on Fidel 
Castro.
Salomon selected this collection to learn 
more about Cuba.
“I think Cuba has made a huge effect on the 
world for being such a small country,” Salomon 
said.
Salomon, who knows a lot of people with
connections to Cuba, said their stories are not in 
line with what’s printed in the press.
“I’m liberal,” she 
said. “1 feel like it’s very 
imp<irtant to get both 
sides of every story, and 
I hear a lot of just the 
negative side. I wanted 
to know the other »¡0 
side.” I
Salomon said she 
dt>esn’t agree with the 
show’s title, which was - ~  
chosen by AIGA.
That’s why she selected Cushing to speak at the 
exhibit’s opening.
“He’ll be talking more about how Cuba actu­
ally encouraged the artists to produce these 
pieces,” Salomon said. “TTie general perspective 
from the United States is always negative, and
see ART, page 2
Paper or plastic? Arch 
students design chairs
By Spencer Marley
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
More than 50 cardKiard chairs 
will fill the architecture department’s 
design gallery Thursday.
Architecture SLiphomore students 
have been working on the chairs for 
more than one week. Professors 
Howard Weisenthal and James 
Bagnall intrixJuced the assignment 
to their classes and serve as the advi­
sors for Thursday’s show.
“You rarely see chairs made out of 
such a minimal amount of card­
board,” Bagnall said. 
“Students must re-think 
what a chair is and be 
creative to find solu­
tions.”
The students were 
given two large sheets of 
cardboard and 100 feet 
of rope to craft their 
chairs. Weisenthal said 
the exercise was created 
to teach students to 
combine problem solv­
ing, construction and 
ergonomics.
M .R. BEALS/MUSTANG DAILY
Architecture sophomore Steve 
Jones is working on a reclining chair 
that features a unique and hopefully 
comfortable curve.
“Howard stressed that the chairs 
have to he structurally stable,” Jones
Architec­
ture
sophomore 
Steve 
Jones 
studies a 
scale 
model of 
his card­
board 
chair.
SPENCER,
MARLEY/
MUSTANG DAILY
Valuing 
time over 
money
By Bobby Ross Jr.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
DALLAS —  From Brian 
Bennett’s view, volunteering one’s 
time is even more important than 
giving money.
The 35-year-old advertising 
salesman donates hundreds of hours 
a year as assistant scoutmaster of a 
Boy Scout troop in Dallas.
“1 spend time on it every single 
day,” Bennett said.
Like Bennett, a majority ol 
Americans —  particularly the 
younger generation —  see volunteer 
work as a better gift than writing a 
check, according to a national sur­
vey released Tuesday.
In the random telephone survey of 
1,000 Americans, more than 50 per­
cent identified volunteering as more 
important than giving money, while 
22 percent chose money as more 
important.
“Th is research suggests that 
there’s an emotional, visceral con­
nection to volunteering that just 
cannot be duplicated by writing a 
check,” said Brad Hewitt, senior 
vice president of charitable pro­
grams and volunteerism for 
M inneapolis-based Thrivent
see SERVICE, page 2
said. “Comfort and reliability are also 
critical.”
Weisenthal and Bagnall will test 
the reliability of the chairs on the 
students.
“The students must use the chairs 
in class for the whole quarter,” 
Weisenthal said. “They’ll have to be 
built to last.”
The competition is sponsored by 
San Luis Paper Company, which pro­
vided the materials.
Tire chairs will be on display in 
the architecture department’s gallery 
(Room 105) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Admissions are free and the college 
encourages all to attend. The chairs 
will be available for the public to sit 
in during the exhibition, and anyone
see CHAIRS, page 2
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5 -  Day Forecast
TODAY
high: 65° / low 47°
THURSDAY 
high: 64° / low 42°
FRIDAY . ^  /.
high: 65° / low 40°
SATURDAY ' ^
high: 6 7 ° / low 41°
SUNDAY
high: 66°/ low 43°
Sunrise/Sunset
rises: 7:11 a.m. / sets: 5:12 p.m.
N ew s Mustang Daily
Tides
high 3:07 a.m. 4.73 feet
2:38 p.m. 3.44 feet
low 9:31 a.m. 2.09 feet
8:41 p.m. 1.27 feet
SPAM
continued from page 1
target ot the new rating system is to 
correctly identify 66 percent of 
SPAM.
ITS warns that the day after a long 
break is often the heaviest day of e- 
mail traffic, so more SPAM could find 
its way through the system during 
these times. However, they plan to 
continue to improve the system as 
they run analysis to survey the rating 
system’s effectiveness.
Instructions on how to filter mes­
sages labeled as SPAM can he found 
on the ITS Web site at http://e- 
mail.calpoly.edu/spam.html.
CHAIRS
continued from page 1
can cast a vote for best chair between 
1 and 4 p.m.
Cal Poly alumni Carl Zdenek 111 
and Eric Pfeiffer, owners of furni­
ture design firms, provided awards 
for the exhibit. The winning stu­
dents will he presented with design­
er furniture.
Man pleads guilty to 
running diploma mill
• Man offered degrees 
from Columbia State 
University
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) —  A 
7S-year-old man agreed to plead 
guilty to mail fraud for running a 
“diploma mill” offering degrees from 
nonexistent Columbia Stale 
University.
Ronald Pellar, owner and operator 
ot the bogus correspondence s c 1h )o 1, 
.igreed Monday to enter the pleas to 
nine counts that could have led to a 
4vyear prison sentence.
Rut .‘\ssi>tant U.S. .'\ttorney
D o n .lid  C .iffn e y  said prosecutors 
.Igreed to recom m end .1 five -ye a r  
priMin sentence, a $2.2 m illio n  fine  
.ind $2 m illio n  in restitution.
.After establishing a “mail drop” tor 
Columbia State University m the 
e.irly 1990s, Pell.ir st.irted running 
the diploma mill in earnest in 1996
when he opened a business office in 
San Clemente, prosecutors said.
CSU falsely repre.scnted itself to be 
a government-appnned university in 
Louisiana, and it falsely claimed to 
have faculty and accreditation suffi­
cient to confer bachelor’s, master’s 
and doctoral degrees by correspon­
dence in as little as one month, inves­
tigators said.
Pellar took in millions of dollars 
from students around the country in 
tuition fees during the scheme, said 
Thom Mro:ek i>f the U.S. Attorney's 
t'fffice in Los Angeles.
Students around the country were 
defrauded Ix'cause CSU gave them 
the impression that it was a legitimate 
ac.idemic institution, but in reality it 
was nothing more than a diploma 
mill, he said.
Pellar has Ixen in custixly since 
1998 on federal contempt charges 
related to Federal Trade (unnmission 
violations.
ART
continued from page 1
he’s definitely going to have the 
other viewpoint. Whether or not 
you agree with him, it will be 
informative.”
Cushing, born to American par­
ents, has worked with the Cuban 
national library and the University 
of California at Berkeley to catalog 
Cuban piasters.
“Not only is he a graphic design­
er and knows about the art side, he 
also knows about the political side 
of Cuba,” Salomon said.
University Art Gallery curator 
and English lecturer Barbara 
Morningstar agreed with 
Salomon.
“Even though the title is 
‘Propaganda!’ I feel like that’s an 
interpretation. It’s also a word that 
gets our attention,” Morningstar 
said. “We can judge it however we 
want. ... 1 personally feel it’s a pos­
itive thing, both from an art and 
design standpoint and as an 
instructor who’s asking students to 
look at the whole world, not just 
our little corner of it.”
The gallery is located in Dexter 
Building (34), riKim 171, and is 
open Tuesday to Saturday, 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m., and Wednesday
evenings, 7 to 9 p.m. The exhibit 
will run through Eeh. 4. Admission 
is free. Por more information call
756-1571.
SERVICE
continued from page 1
Financial for Lutherans, which 
commissioned the survey.
Younger and older Americans 
held decidedly different views:
Fifty-eight percent of adults aged 
18 to 34 said giving time was more 
important, just 29 percent of those 
aged 65 and older agreed.
Harris Interactive Inc. conduct­
ed the telephone interviews
between Nov. 20 ---------- j----- ---------------------- -------
and Dec. 4. The “They’ve been so inundated
overall results njith these scandals that
have a marsin ,,f skeptical about
error of plus or
minus 3 percent- whether or not their money 
age points. will be put to good use.”
Most experts Senske 
said the findings CEO Lutheran Social 
Services of the South
weren t surprising.
“Older people
have more money -----------------------
to give, and they are more likely to 
have a history of giving than young 
adults,” said Mark Hager, senior 
research assiKiate at the Center on 
Nonprofits and Philanthropy in 
Washington. “Older Americans may 
also have a better understanding of 
how important money is to charities.”
America’s young adults aren’t 
stingy, though —  just skeptical, 
other experts suggested.
Younger Americans have grown 
up at a time when scandals have 
tarnished institutions from Enron
to the Roman Catholic Church, 
said Kurt Senske, CEO of Austin- 
based Lutheran Social Services of 
the South.
“They’ve been so inundated with 
these scandals that they’re skeptical 
about whether or not their money 
would he put to good use,” Senske 
said. “So what we’re seeing is we’re 
more likely to get donations if the 
younger generations volunteers 
first.”
Despite the differences in their 
views, younger adults and seniors 
volunteered at 
about the same 
level in 2003. 
Forty-four percent 
of those 18 to 34 
volunteered with a 
nonprofit, school 
or church, com­
pared with 39 per­
cent of seniors, 
according to the 
survey.
At least one 
expert was skeptical about the sur­
vey’s findings.
“Surveys of this type are notori­
ous for eliciting responses that the 
respondents think are appropriate. 
In this day and age, folks tend to 
believe that it is more caring to 
actually contribute time than 
money, so that’s the resptmse they 
got,” said Charles E. Zech, a 
Villanova University economics 
professor and author of “Why 
Catholics Don’t Give ... and What 
Can Re Done About It.”
SALE
50-70% OFF
A ll  Fall a n d  Win ter  Me r c h a n d ise  
Sa l e  En d s  Ja n . 17t h
Br in g in g  y o u  t h e  i.a test  f a s h io n s  f r o m :
OiESF.L • Pa per  D en im  ft C l o t h  
Fr e n c h  C o n n e c t io n  • Ke n n e t h  C o l e  • G -S tar
i q ( f y ^ u
aaew .-k
LOTHING FOR MEN & WOMEN
I B  Broad  strfet  • Sa .\ U ts O bispo . CA 03405  • 5SK<
th/O^  stu/d/e t^iyts, by the  ^ stU/de^Hyts
ASI Student Government - Wish You Were Here
* student government is hosting State of the Student Forum on 
Jan. 20 at 6:30 p.m. In the west wing of Chumash Auditorium.
The forum Is a chance for all club presidents to voice their opinions 
about student Issues and receive student government updates.
*We are currently working to represent students during budget cuts.
*Have you ever thought about becoming ASI President or Vice 
President? Keep a look out for an information session and a 
chance to shadow the current leaders for a day.
''^ ASI Student Government meetings are open to the public.
Please come and give us your input.
ASI Board of Directors meets Jan. 14 at 5 p.m. in UU 219
Executive Staff meets Jan. 21 at 7 a.m. in UU 220
University Union Advisory Board meets Jan. 27 at 4 p.m. in UU 216
a8i.calpoly.edu/government
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T
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National.Roundup
WASHINGTON — Former Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill, embroiled in a dispute with the White House over his harsh criticism of President Bush's leadership style, denied Tuesday that 
classified documents were used in a new tell-all book about his 
two years in the administration.
Reacting to an announcement hy the Treasury Department that it was 
launching; an inspector general’s investigation into how an agency docu­
ment stamped “secret” wound up being used in his interview Sunday 
night on the CBS program “60 Minutes,” O ’Neill said, “The truth is, 1 
didn't take any documents at all.”
• • •
BOCA RATON, Fla. — A consulting firm run by former New York 
Mayor Rudy Giuliani plans to create e dncontamination bu#¥iés
th;it will he heHikjuarteredf in the former supçjiuàrket-tahloid building 
targeted in 6ne of the antKrax attacks two years ago'. \ ,C1 — y  -
( Giuliani Partners will join with Sabre Technical Services, the compa­
ny that decontaminated two post oftices ind a Senate Butkftng alter 
anthrax attacks in Washington, to form a new company called Bk)-ONE, 
which will market expertise op anthraxrcleanup metht^fc;"' ma
' I . '■__^
WASHINGTON -p- The Supreme Court ruled Tuesday that ponce 
may set up roadblocks to collect tips about crimes, rejecting am - 
cerns that authorities migjtt use the checkpoints hVfish fisr.unrelated sus- 
picious activity. ,>
The 6-1 decision allows ofticers to block traflic and ask mort>rists for 
help in Striving crimes. Critics hav'c complained that authorities might 
misuse the power, disguising dragnets as “informational checkpoints.”
• • •
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — An Air Force Arabic translator 
accused of spying at the Guantanamo Bay military prison camp 
was arraigned Tuesday in a court-martial on espionage and other 
charges that could send him to prison for life.
Senior Airman Ahmad 1. A1 Halahi, 24, is accused of trying to deliv­
er more than 180 written and e-mail messages Irom detainees at 
Guantanamo Bay to Syria. The government says he stored the messages 
on his laptop and planned to carry them overseas.
He’s also accused of trying'to deliver secret diKuments about prison 
camp operations and names and other personal information about 
detainees to Syria with “reason to believe it would he used to the injury 
ot the United States or to the advantage of Syria,’’ according to charging 
d»n:uments.
—  Associated Press
World
ggu°ndup
SYDNEY, Australia — Australia might buy U.S. missiles as part of the Bush administration's planned defense shield, the defense minister 
said Tuesday while acknowledging the plan could fuel a regional arms race.
The government announced in December that it would join the American 
plan to build a missile defense system, calling the threat of ballistic missiles tixi 
grave to ignore.
Details of that involvement were being hammered out with U.S. defense 
officials visiting Australia —  one of Washington’s staunchest allies —  this 
week to negotiate a memtirandum of understanding.
lAifense Minister Robert Hill on Tuesday offered the first hint about the 
contents of the agreement being discussed, saying the government might 
incorporate the missile defense systems on three air .warfare destroyers planned 
for the Australian navy.
• « •
KABUL, Afghanistan — An Amarkan soldier returning from a patrol 
became the 100th fatality in the U.S. military's two-year Afghan cam­
paign when his vehicle collided with a truck, highlighting the dangers fac­
ing U.S. forces in a nation roiled hy a stubborn Taliban insurgency.
The toll pales in comparison to the rally of American dead in Irati, which 
is approaching 500. But it is still a striking number in a force that is a small 
fraction of the size of the 130,000-memlser U S. contingent in Iraq.
The U.S. military did not identify the soldier in a brief statement issued 
Monday. It said he was involved in an accident southwest of the Afghan cap­
ital Friday night and died of his injuries the next morning.
• • •
PARIS— The maker of Louis Vuitton handbags and Moet champagne 
won a court judgment Monday that orders investment bank Morgan 
Stanley to pay at least $38.5 million in damages for biased research that 
hurt LVMH's image and helped its rival Gucci.
The Paris commercial court said Morgan Stanley had “considerably preju­
diced” LVMH and helped Gucci, its own client. It was the first majtir mling 
hy a Eurojx'an court on conflicts of interest between research and investment 
hanking services.
• • •
TOKYO — As Japan prepares to send hundreds of troops to help 
rebuild Iraq, some U.S. i>fficials hope the deployment marks a first step in 
drawing the staunch American ally into a more active role in U.S.-suppt^rted 
militar\' operations.
Bush administration and Pentagon officials would he happy to .see Japan 
evolve into an ally like Australia, willing to commit its high-tech combat 
forces to coalition operations around the world, according to a Western diplo­
mat in Tokyo, speaking Monday on the condition t>f anonymity.
—  Associated Press
CollegeRout:dup
Ch ic a g o  — The average class size for undergraduate 
students at Columbia saw a 
small increase for the Fall 2003 
semester, marking continued 
efforts hy the college to increase 
how many students are in a typical 
classroom while capitalizing on 
already existing resources.
The aveinageTfa^^ )se less 
than oriFTYa^cy^ll^ to
16.68 sfurTenErnTT’lRle*^
which
Thn—fliHii nhnwrn a minute 
incrcLji»e*tor the fah-t erntr keeping 
in linc’jiW'ith iiiplea"by-thfricollege to 
add class-
room. —
hi
Ct)llege Council elected to raise 
the number of stodentsMn each 
class (iriMTHuTaWMge of 20.
Univei«Uy.jlf A^  System
officiais say they oppose a move 
to change Alabama's tax system 
through federal mandate.
Lawyers tor the plaintiffs in a 21 - 
year-old desegregation case asked 
U.S. District judge Hart)ld Murphy 
on Thursday to allow a full eviden­
tiary hearing to consider whether 
Alabama’s tax system as laid out in 
the state constitution is unconsti­
tutional.
They contend that the tax struc­
ture, designed to keep property 
taxes low, discriminates against the 
state’s poor residents, who are dis­
proportionately black.
—  University Wire
MISSING PERSON
Vern Erno
Description: 82 years old, 5-07, 135, gray hair.
Last seen wearing a green fleece jacket, olive green pants, tan shoes 
a green beret-style hat with brim.
. Last seen Sunday afternoon 
12/28/03 at
Luguna Village Shopping Center
Please Notify SLO  Police 
781-7317
$5,000 Reward
for information leading to him being found
San Luis Properties
Kimberly Conti
Broker-Associate
539  Marsh St. • SLO • 7 83 -4426
Call Kim Tixlav For All of Your Housing Needs!
r & y r m i A j
COME SEE 
WHAT'S IN STOCK..
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Bush allocates aid for quake zone
• Disaster declaration made for federal funding 
available for SLO County disaster relief
LOS ANOHLLS (A P) — 
IVe^idcnt Bii>h issued ;i disaster dec­
laration Tuesd.iy tor the Central 
Calitorma region where a ma^ni- 
tude-h.5 earthquake caused an esti­
mated $200 million in damage and 
killed two people on l\‘c. 22.
Rush’s declaration, issued in 
Monterrey, Mexico, where he was 
attending a summit, makes federal 
tundiitg available to supplement 
state and K>cal recovery efforts in 
San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara
ciuinties, the White I louse press 
office said.
C j o \ .  .Arnold Sclnvar:enegger 
asked tor the federal declaration last 
week.
The action makes federal funding 
available to affected individuals in 
San Luis Obispo County, including 
grants for temporary housing and 
home repairs, low-cost loans to 
cover uninsured property lo.sses and 
t)ther programs to help individuals 
and business owners recover from
Canada eligible in Iraq 
construction contracts
By Deb Riechmann
ASSOCIATED PRESS
MONTLRREY, Mexico — 
President Bush, seeking to mend rela- 
tioits with America’s northern neigh- 
K»r, said Tuesday that Canada will be 
eligible for a second round of U.S.- 
financed rectmstruction contracts in 
Iraq that the administration valued at 
aKnit $4.5 billion.
In a breakfast meeting with new 
Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin, 
Rush said he had told Martin of the 
.shift in fxilicy. Martin “understands 
the stakes’’ in rebuilding a free and 
peaceful Iraq, Bush said.
It was Bush’s seci>nd fence-mending 
session in two days. Monday, Rush 
and Mexican President Vicente Fox 
put aside two years of differences and 
said they see eye-to-eye about a new 
U.S. prop<)sal to grant legal status to 
millioits of undiKumented wiirkers in 
the United States, many of them 
Mexicans.
Tlie United States had angered 
many allies last month by banning 
firms in countries that had opposed 
the Iraq war from bidding tin Iraqi 
reconstruction projects. French, 
Cerman and Russian leaders had 
prt»tested to Bush, and Canada threat­
ened to stop sending aid tti Baghdad.
The White House declined to s;iy 
whether other countries that had 
tipixised the w'ar would be eligible for 
the second nnind of contnicts. “For 
those countries that want to jtiin t>ur 
efforts in Iraq, circumstances can 
change,” said Scab McQirmack, a 
Nation.il Security Council spnikesman.
He s;iid the second round of con­
tracts would K' part of the $18.6 bil­
lion that Congress has approved. TTie 
Unite».! States has already awarded 
$1.8 billion in contracts.
Martin, eager to patch up the cr»)ss- 
border relationship, said he was 
pleased by the new U.S. .stance toward 
(Canada, and the lucrative c»»ntracts 
that could come C'anada’s way.
“It d(H.“s shtiw that working togeth­
er, we can arrive at a reasonable solu­
tion," Martin told repnirters after the 
breakfast.
Rush (,li»i not say whether »»thcr 
countries would be affected by the pol­
icy shift. A French Embassy spokes­
woman said French l\'fense minister 
Michelle Alliot-Marie will meet with 
I\'fense Secretary lAmaKI Rum.sfeld 
and National Security Adviser 
C^ondoleezza Rice on Thursday in 
Wa.shington.
Bush and Martin also pledged cixip- 
eration on ainither issue that has irri­
tated U.S.-Canada relati<»ns, the dis­
covery of mad cow di.sease in America
the effects of the dis.ister.
Federal lunding also is axail.ible 
t»» the state and eligible loc.il g»iv- 
ernments on a cost-sharing b.isis tor 
repair or replacement of damaged 
public facilities in San Luis Obispo 
and Santa Barbara countles.
Funding IS also axailable on a 
cost-share basis K»r hazard mitiga­
tion measures, the Vt'hite House 
said.
The Federal Emergency 
Management .Agency said addition­
al designations may be made later if 
requested by the state and shown to 
be warranted by damage assess­
ments.
Campus Bottle
UMDER MEW OWMER5HIP & MEWLY REMODELED
in a cow that apparently came from 
Canada.
“Tliis is an issue that’s going to 
require close axirdination between 
our two countries,” Bush .said. “The 
best way to make sure we’re able to sat­
isfy consumers ... is for there to be 
(c»H»rdinati»)n) on regulation, on 
inhirmation and on the science.”
Bush said he was confident in the 
safety of the K?ef supply, and was still 
eating beef himself.
Bush tixik a firm stance on border 
security, an issue that has irritated 
many .American neighkirs, including 
Mexico and Canada.
“We will do everything we can do 
to protect t)ur country from attack,” 
Bush said. But he pledged to “work 
closely with the Martin government 
on passjxirt issues.”
“Canada and America have got spe­
cial status ... by virtue of the fact of a 
significant interchange on an hourly 
basis between »>ur two countries,” Bush 
said. “It’s special because we share a 
long Kirder.”
Bush and Martin met on the side­
lines of the Summit of the Americas, 
where the president pledged to fight 
corniption, nurture dem»Kracies and 
work to bring all people in the 
Western Hemisphere into an “expand­
ing circle of development.”
But disputes over a free tnide agree­
ment that would span the entire 
region and arguments over propo.sed 
penalties for c»>mipt nations are hang­
ing over the meeting like the haze over 
this industrial city.
Before returning to Washingt»>n on 
Tuesday evening. Bush alst» will meet 
with Argentina’s President Nestor 
Kirchner, who has said that his nation 
is no longer interested in 
“automatic alignment” with U.S. p«»li- 
cy. Kirchner, who has been angered by 
recent U.S. criticism over Argentina’s 
warming relations with Cuba, Ixildly 
stated that he would “win by a kntK'k- 
out” at his meeting with Bush.
Bush also was meeting with 
FVilivian President Carlos Mesa.
his summit slate. Bush is calling 
for a finn 2005 deadline to complete 
negotiati»>ns on a free trade agreement 
spanning the Western Hemisphere —  
his top fHilicy goal for Latin America. 
Brazil and Venezuela are resisting.
Bush is continuing his hardline 
stance against C'uba, the only nation 
in the hemisphere not invited to the 
summit. “Together we will succeed, 
because the spirit of liberty still 
thrives, even in the darkest comers of 
Fidel Castro’s prisons,” Bush said 
Monday.
Ash A bout Sponsorship
fo r  Your
Traternity or Sorority
Keg Party
Fund-Raiser Bt Special Events
P  ^
We'll have your best deal on:
Beer
Wine
Spirits
Lottery
Tobacco
Groceries
Snacks
Coffee
Pountain Drink
credit /  atni cards accepted
S t o r e  H ours:-;^  
Sun-Wed; 7;50am-ll 00pm 
Thur-Sat; 7 50am-12;OOpm
$ 4 2 . 9 9  - f  t a x
Keg liig h life  Icehouse  
O th e r Kegs Ava ilab le
Free box o f Ice w ith Keg's
2M CAUPOmaA call 5 4 5 -0 9 2 5
l^ ê c ü c e /'tô ' Q k a p f
✓  Great Prices 
^  Fun Crew
✓  Extensive Organic Selection
✓  Come Shop with Us
#1 Supermarket 
#1 Place to Buy>^ine 
& one of the Best Health Food Stores
3977 South Higuera Street, SLO • 783-2780
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Burton's 'Fish' story twists tall, heart-warming tales
• Memorable cast, 
hand-made effects 
drive fantasy film
By Rachel Musquiz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
“In tcllinjj; the story of my father’s 
life, it’s impossible to separate fact 
from fiction,” says a voice in the 
openinfi line of the film “Bi^ Fish.” 
And it’s impossible to separate the 
similarities between the film and its 
director, Tim Burton. By the end of 
the film, the audience is able to see 
that Burton’s reality does not stray 
tar from the story he tells.
Billy Crudup plays W illiam 
Bloom, a man who searches for the 
truth about his father Edward’s past. 
Even as his father (Albert Finney) 
lies on his deathbed, he still tells 
outrageous tales of the unbelievable 
adventures he had early in his life.
These All- 
American sto­
ries make up 
the fabric of 
Edward’s past. 
The movie 
mixes fact and
Burton is the 
(rroverhial hig 
fish in the small 
pond o f  
Hollywood.
With this film, he fiction u> 
finally breaks 
through and 
connects his 
elaborate 
imagination with 
a realistic plot.
point where 
Will loses a 
sense of reali­
ty. In trying to 
find the truth. 
Will recon­
ciles with his
___________________ father, with
the understanding that his father’s 
tall tales are not that far from reali­
ty. Even if they were all fictitious, it 
isn’t that important anyway; they 
are how he chooses to remember,
and everyone else must learn to 
accept them or face a more boring 
reality.
The same is true for the movie. 
The audience must learn to accept 
these outrageous characters and 
fantastic effects as a background to 
a heart-warming drama, or w'alk out 
of the theater dissatisfied.
The vehicle that brings the film 
to life is a cast of unique and talent­
ed actors. The pairs of actors cast 
for the older and younger Edward 
and Sandra Bloom were a perfect 
match. While Albert Finney told 
sizeable stories, Ewan McGregor 
made even the most preposterous 
events seem reasonable. Jessica 
Lange and Alison Lohman played 
the supporting 
roles of
Sandra, the 
older and 
younger ver­
sions of
Edward’s wife.
These women 
held the movie 
together and 
were the rea­
son behind 
e v e r y t h i n g  
that happened 
to Edward.
C r u d u p ’ s 
role as the 
frustrated son 
trying to
resolve what is 
m ake-believe 
in his father’s 
stories is a
departure from his previous role as a 
riKk guitarist in “Almost Famous.” 
The real story of the movie is the 
reconciliation of father and son and
-t
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-
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Ewan McGregor battles a haunted forest and befriends a lovable giant during his 
travels as the young Edward Bloom in the new Tim Burton film "Big Fish."
jSíL.
the ■ culm i­
nating point 
w h e n  
C r u d u p  
brings the
a u d i e n c e  
close to tears 
when he
finds the
truth he
always missed in his father’s lies.
The cast of fantasy characters — 
including a likable giant, a circus
ringmaster (Danny DeVito) and a
*
two-headed, single-bodied Siamese 
twin entertainer(s) —  bring energy 
and mystery to Edward’s stories. 
Famed author Norther Winslow, 
played by Steve Buscemi, adds 
light-hearted humor to the movie.
Special effects are synonymous 
with Tim Burton films, and “Big 
Fish” is no exception. Burton relies 
mainly on practical special effects 
rather than digital, giving the film a 
unique, hand-made feel. In a scene 
where young Edward first secs the 
love of his life, time stops. This
moment has similar elements to 
previous Burton films like “Edward 
Scissorhands.”
The movie is laced with literary 
references to “the big fish in a small 
pond.” Set in a small town in 
Alabama, yimng Edward Bloom is 
decidedly too big a fish for his town 
and needs to gel out.
Burton is the proverbial big fish 
in the small pond of HollywLHid. In 
this movie he finally breaks through 
and connects his elaborate imagina­
tion with a realistic plot.
Stripped down'Naked'delivers fresh spin on old Beatles"Let It Be'
By Lindsay Barnes
THE DARTMOUTH (DARTMOUTH COLLEGE)
HANOVER, N.H. —  Ever since 
its initial release in 1970, “Let It 
Be” has been something of a bas­
tard stepchild in the context of the 
rest of the Beatles catalogue. In 
spite of being made up of some of 
the Beatles’ best songs, like the 
title  track and “Across the 
Universe,” its broken origins and 
abandonment by its creators made 
it illegitimate in the minds of many 
critics and fans.
Initially conceived as a combina­
tion album and film project called 
“Get Back,” the work was to feature 
the world’s greatest band getting 
back to its stripped down rock ‘n’ 
roll roots. But, for reasons too innu­
merable to m ention here, the 
album was put on hold and eventu­
ally abandoned altogether. While 
the Beatles would go on to make 
“Abbey Road” as their swan song 
together, the best takes from the 
“Get Back” sessions were pieced 
together by Phil Spector, among 
others, and released as “Let It Be” 
after “Abbey Road” hit shelves, 
effectively making it the last 
Beatles album and, to some, an 
afterthought.
Now, some 30-plus years after 
the music was made, producers Paul 
Hicks, Guy Massey and Allan 
Rouse have unearthed those 
famous/infamous tapes once again
and put out “Let It Be ... Naked.”
Billed to be closer to the raw 
rock ‘n’ roll album the Beatles orig­
inally imagined, the trio has drasti­
cally revamped the original 1970 
release, with the blessings of sur­
viving Beatles Paul McCartney and 
Ringo Starr.
The result is an album that is 
vastly different from the original 
“Let It Be.” The track order is 
wholly different, two songs were 
removed in favor of one new one 
and all of Phil Spector’s orchestra­
tions are gone.
The great musical moments that 
existed on the original LP, though, 
have been preserved. Now, thanks 
to modern technology, they sound 
clearer and better than ever, even if 
they are differently sequenced.
The best part about both releases 
is that, despite all the in-fighting of 
the past, the Beatles at least sound 
like they were truly a band again, 
reunited by the rock ‘n’ roll that 
first inspired them as teenagers in 
Liverpool, England.
Throughout the album, the lis­
tener catches glimpses of the 
Beatles seeming as if they are actu­
ally having fun again. On “For You 
Blue,” George Harrison calls out to 
John Lennon, “Go johnny, go!” as 
Lennon plays a spirited, if rudimen­
tary, slide guitar solo.
“One After 909” sounds like it 
could have been recorded live, 
when the Beatles were a band glad­
ly playing rollicking Chuck Berry- 
style songs at the Cavern Club tor 
peanuts.
“Don’t Let Me Dt>wn” is a roar­
ing soul ballad with ragged, full- 
throated VLKals from Lennon and 
McCartney.
It even sounds as if the famously 
feuding songwriting team was get­
ting along on the cheery “Two of 
U s.” Listening to John, Paul, 
George and Ringo making like old 
friends should bring a smile to any 
Beatles fan’s face.
The spirit of camaraderie holds 
true on “I’ve Got a Feeling,” the 
new song added to “Let It Be ... 
Naked,” which makes it a tasty new 
ingredient that blends well into the 
old recipe. This mid-tempo rave-up 
showcases McCartney’s rock ‘n’ roll 
scream alongside a counter-melody 
sung by Lennon.
To hear Lennon and McCartney 
synthesize like that is to recall what 
had been missing since “Revolver:” 
Lennon and McCartney singing, 
playing and collaborating like, 
well, Lennon and McCartney, the 
greatest duo in riKk history.
But it isn’t an out-and-out return 
to form for the Beatles. They had 
come a long way since the world 
first met them in 1964. Their matu­
rity is reflected in the more peace­
ful songs, all of which have reached 
“standard” status since they were 
recorded. M cCartney’s tender title 
track and “The Long and Winding
Road” are every bit as freshly beau­
tiful today as they were 30 years 
ago.
Lennon’s meditative “Across the 
Universe” has aged with equal 
grace. In the 21st century, it does 
not come off as flower child h>dder 
but as a song of wonderment.
But is it better than “Let It Be?” 
That all depends on what’s impor­
tant to each individ-
arrangements.
O f the tour, “The Long and 
Winding Road" is mtist improved 
by the absence of an orchestra, 
with the song now SLFunding like 
the quiet reflective song 
McCartney heard in his mind when 
he wrote it sitting down at the 
piano.
The title track is just as good as
ual listener. Lennon and McCartney synthesize
For example, the n i i i i
album kicks off with ^  miSSing
the classic ro ck er  since "Revolver:” Lennon and McCartney 
“Get Back,” instead singing, playing and collaboratitig like, well,
Lennon and McCartney.
folksy “Two of Us.” _________________________ 1_____________________
The track clearly
benefits from modern day technol­
ogy, with every instrument coming 
through with stunning clarity.
However, the song is shorter as 
the “get back home Loretta” coda 
has been cut and instead goes right 
into “Dig a Pony,” now the second 
track.
“Get Back” is still a wonLlerful 
song, but is it better shorter? 
Should it be the first track? Should 
it be followed by “Dig a Pony?” All 
of these questions of revision make 
the album hard to judge as a work 
on its own.
There are only four songs signifi­
cantly altered on “Let It Be ... 
Naked,” and in all four cases, the 
phenomenal songcraft is more evi­
dent than the changes in the
before, now with Billy Preston’s 
organ more prevalent and the 
choral vocals mixed further into 
the background. “Across the 
Universe” is only slightly different, 
sounding less psychedelic, with 
only Lennon’s acoustic strumming 
and Harrison’s faint sitar on the 
track. “1 Me Mine” is less ornate 
and now more of a straight-ahead 
rocker like the rest of the album.
So should you move your old 
copy of “Let It Be” up to the attic 
with Vanilla Ice and Color Me 
Badd? Hardly. In the end, “Let It Be 
... Naked” is neither better nor 
worse than “Let It Be.” Instead it is 
simply a different, and equally 
good, collection of great material 
fretm rock ‘n’ roll’s greatest band.
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Note to readers: This photo essay is a  com- 
pilation o f  pictures taken by a  Cal Poly stw- 
dent while traveling abroad. Look for more 
student adventures in future issues.
New Zealand
Photos and text by Brian Kent 
Psychology senior 
D e sig n e d  b y  B ro o ke  F in a n
Sailboat- We took a private three- 
hour sunset sailboat cruise in 
Nelson, which is in the very north­
ern part of the south island. The 42- 
foot sailboat was captained by a 
middle-aged German named Hans. 
Mirror- Between Lake Te Anau and 
Doubtful Sound. The fence in the 
background is for sheep herding, 
which is one of New Zealand's 
largest industries.
Three hours of preflight inspection, 
endless lines and a forest of smuy faces 
starring into the chaos of LAX in 
December. The chaos faded and the smug 
faces blurred as the sedatives kicked in. 
And when I opened my eyes, I was warm­
ly welcomed to the other side of the 
world.
New Zealand is comprised of a group of 
islands southeast of Australia. Although 
New Zealand consists of many islands, the
north and south islands are populated 
while the other islands are reserved most­
ly for tourist expeditions with very few 
inhabitants. The total area of it is 268,680 
square kilometers, which would equate to 
about the size of Colorado. Almost 4 mil­
lion people live in New Zealand, accord­
ing to the last census. Wellington is the 
southernmost national capitol in the 
world, although half the country lives 
around Auckland, another major city.
I discovered a land completely con­
trasted to the concrete jungle I’d left. 
Harmony is to New Zealand what smt)g is 
to Los Angeles. There are hardly any spi­
ders and no snakes, which would explain
how a tiny flightless bird, the Kiwi, could 
prosper for so many years. The harmony 
found in the natural landscape spills over 
into the communities and cities of New 
Zealand, making it the friendliest place of 
the 11 countries I have visited.
My 16-day adventure around the south 
island was spent with my entire family in 
a RV camper van. As awful as that 
sounds, it was leaving the cluttered RV 
and exploring massive fjords in the 
Doubtful Sound, admiring the plentiful 
sea life of Kaikoura and taking a private 
sunset cruise tin a 42-foot sailhtiat in 
Nelson that made the trip an experience I 
will not forget.
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River and Bridge- Between 
Franz Josef Glacier and Lake 
Wanaka lies Haast Pass. The slow 
ntoving river looks enticing, but 
the water is just a little above 
freezing. This is in the southern 
part of the south island.
Seal- This seal was lying on the 
path to the Moeraki Boulders. 
Cross- On a tombstone in a 
graveyard in Greymouth on the 
west side of the south island. 
Many grave sites have elaborate 
tombstones.
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Whale- A sperm whale — the 
fourth largest animal species in 
the world — about to make a 
deep dive in search of giant 
squid in KaiKoura. Kaikoura is 
famous for its deep ocean trench 
just a couple of miles from 
shore. The ocean valley brings 
an abundance of sea life to this 
area.
Clouds in Landscape- The 
Banks Peninsula. The first Maori 
name for New Zealand was 
"Land of the Long White Cloud."
If you are interested in publishing your adventures abroad, 
please contact Brooke Finan @ Mustang Daily, bfinan@calpoly.edu
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It's time to 
turn off 
Sesame Street
When you open your window on a sunny Saturday afternoon, what do you hear? Birds chirping? Children laujihinji? Odds are you’ll 
hear only the birds.
.A.S children spend more time indoors watching; tele­
vision and playing video j»ames, their physical activity 
level has decreased. During children’s prof^rams, per­
cent of food advertisements are for fast h)od, sui»ary 
cereals, soda and candy.
Childhood obesity is now an epidemic in the United 
States. One child in five is overweif’ht. With this 
extreme increase of overweitiht children visiting doc­
tor’s offices for adult health problems like high choles­
terol and Type II diabetes, 
_ the question is raised: Who
t p n i i r n 6 n t a  to hiame?
While there is no doubt 
that genetics plays a role, genes alone can’t account for 
the doubling in number of overweight children since 
1980. The main culprits are the same as adult obesity; 
eating too much and moving around too little.
Child advocates with organizations like Commercial 
Alert are targeting children’s television shows includ­
ing “Sesame Street” asking them not to advertise for 
unhealthy food items during the program. In a letter 
written to the president and chief executive of Sesame 
Workshop, advocates ask, “Is it really the proper role of 
“Sesame Street” to seduce young children to nag their 
parents to take them to McDonalds?”
From an economical point of view, “Sesame Street” is 
paying the bills with corporations such as McDonalds 
buying advertisement slots in their programming. 
Advertising works like supply and demand. If there isn’t 
a demand for a product, they aren’t going to advertise 
for it.
Before parents start blaming the media for their over­
weight children, maybe they should turn their fingers 
around and point at themselves. It’s not as though these 
elementary-aged children are. driving themselves to 
McDonalds and paying for it.
If parents aren’t setting an example of a healthy 
lifestyle, how can their children learn the importance 
of nutrition? Parents shouldn’t buy the sodas and the 
sugary cereals for their kids. If the school cafeteria does­
n’t offer healthy nutritional food, parents should take 
the time to pack their child a lunch.
Parents need to teach their children the concept of 
moderation and that a cheeseburger and French fries 
every once in a while i.sn’t a bad thing. It’s OK to treat 
yourself as long as you aren’t eating at McDonalds every 
week.
Sweden and Norway have already banned junk-ftx>d 
advertising to children. Before the United States fol­
lows by blaming the advertising industry, did they ever 
think about limiting a child’s exptisure to TV? Yes, 
there are numerous advertisements bombarding kids 
today, why not turn the TV  off and take a bike ride with 
them instead?
Almost half of children aged 8 to 16 years watch 
three to five hours of television a day. Parents should 
limit TV  and computer time and enforce outdoor play 
and more intellectual activities like reading and arts 
and crafts.
Too often siKiety blames the media for problems that 
they create themselves. Child obesity is a problem, but 
to solve it we need to stop blaming everyone else and 
start changing routines in our own homes.
Ashley Wolf is a journalism junior and Mustang Daily 
staff writer.
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BowLingual is for the dogs
For those who regularly consult their pet psychic and treat their pets like humans, a new product is on the market for pampering your pooch.
If Fido is being elusive and standoffish, the BowLingual pet 
translator is available.
The BowLingual is a device that translates barks from more 
than 80 breeds of dogs into “human speak.” The product, which 
was designed in Japan, consists of a collar fastener that is
equipped with a wireless transmitter 
^  .  and a handheld LCD receiver for
translating the barks into words. 
According to the product’s Web 
site, www.bowlingual-translator.com, the device works by recog­
nizing “voice prints” made by dogs and translating them into an 
emotion. It then matches the emotion to one of about 200 
phrases that express what the dog was saying. The Web site 
boasts that Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi present­
ed Russian President Vladimir Putin with two prototypes of the 
English version of BowLingual in early 2003.
But BowLingual does not just translate. It has six different
modes, including Body
The BowLingual is a device that Language Mode
t j 1 r I which translates bothtranslates harks from more than u l i 
80 breeds o f dogs into “human Home Alone Mode —
speak." The product, which was which monitors the
designed in Japan, consists o f a behavior while
collar fastener thans eqwl>ped ^ an 's Best Friend
with a wireless transmitter and a  Score —  which gives a
handheld LCD receiver for trans- numerical score to pet
latittg the harks into words. owners about their
relationship with their
-------------------------------------------------------  dog is. And all this
insight into canine thoughts can be yours for only $99.95.
Man’s Best Friend Score? Are they serious?
I guess so..
The creators of BowLingual want people to use the product as 
feedback about how happy their dog is. If owners get a low score, 
they can work tt) make their dog happier and then check the 
score again to see if it worked.
Perhaps the worst part about the BowLingual is that people 
will actually spend $100 on it.
Although a certain airuiunt of curiosity about the product is 
understandable, actually
purchasing a BowLingual is The supposed idea is to bring 
frivolous and just plain stu- pets and owners together, hut 
rid. But If someone is crazy achieved.
enough to think that an , .i i. i
electronic device can People are eosdy distracted.
understand what their pet and the BowLingual just gives 
is saying, then maybe they them Something to play with 
deserve t» waste rheir 
money on such a product.
It is probably not a coin-
cidence that each year around Christmas a new gadget arrives on 
the market that has something to do with pets. A few years ago 
it was Taniguchi, the virtual pet. The BowLingual should be 
regarded in the same light. The device becomes a sort of virtual 
pet that owners will likely spend more time with than the actu­
al dog.
The supposed idea is to bring pets and owners together, but 
this goal will not be achieved. People are easily distracted, and 
the BowLingual just gives them something to play with instead 
of their pet. If people really want to increase their Man’s Best 
Friend Score, they should take their dog to the park, not hook 
an electronic device onto its collar.
The one good thing about BowLingual is that it is not cur­
rently available for cats. Cat people are crazy enough already.
Amy Hessick is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff 
writer.
War shouldn't hinder space program
I t was once believed a ship could sail off the end of the Earth and be lost forever in the eternal blackness of space. Now the United States is launching spaceships to other planets 
across the solar system.
These explorations could possibly happen in the midst of 
America’s war on terror. And many are questioning whether the 
Bush administration should dock U.S. spaceships because of the 
cost to continue this battle against those who threaten 
America.
The space program is expensive.
In 1989, the 20th anniversary of the first moon landing, 
George Bush Sr. wanted Congress to approve a $500 billion 
budget for space exploration.
President George W. Bush’s space dreams are expensive, too. 
It was estimated to cost $750 billion to have a manned flyby of
Mars in 10 years and e.stablish a 
permanent colony on the mmin.
Though it’s unlikely Congress 
will spend $750 billion on a space 
program over the next 10 years, many believe the war on terror 
and stabilizing Iraq should take precedence over spending any 
money for space exploration.
The war in Iraq costs $8 to $10 billion a month. The U.S. 
Department of Defense estimates jxist-war humanitarian expen­
ditures for Iraq (some call it nation building) will be $400 bil­
lion. This estimate doesn’t include expenses such as maintain­
ing the U.S. army, soldiers’ benefits, international monetary aid 
and homeland security. The war on terror dwarfs the 2004 
NASA budget.
Some people also think money spent on space exploration is 
a terrible misappropriation of funds while people on this planet 
are suffering and dying, not from a lack of knowledge but from 
a lack of action. People are starving to death. Children are 
going blind from a lack of vitamin A. African citizens are living
in terror of AIDS.
Do the same people who think we should fight and win the 
war on terriirism before we spend money on space travel, object 
to money being spent on these cau.ses?
If not on space -----------------------------------------------------------
exploration, where The war the United States is
Commentary
will the money be
spent? engaged in could conceivably contin-
If people had ue for decodes. In the recorded hiS'
always waited until leorld there are very few
no war was being , . , .r u . . ■ years when a war is not beingfought to engage in ”
scientific research, fought. Waiting for the time when 
humans would still the world is at peace to begin explo'
be fighting wars ^¿itiQji q/ the heavens is unrealistic. 
with clubs and try­
ing to heal wounds -----------------------------------------------------------
with leeches. Might it he said that all scientific research, 
whether space exploration or medical research, is a preventative 
step against other forms of destruction to humanity? Will not 
terror on this Earth subside as humanity illuminates the dark­
ness created by ignorance ?
The war the United States is engaged in could conceivably 
continue fiH decades. In the recorded history of the world there 
are very few years when a war is mit being fought. Waiting for 
the time when the world is at peace to begin exploration of the 
heavens is unrealistic. The U .S. and coalition forces are fight­
ing this war on terror to secure freedom for all people. Strong 
and principled people maintain freedom, and people grow 
stronger when the human spirit is nourished. Discovery and 
exploration are necessary for humanity to continue and thrive.
Carolyn Ficara is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff 
writer.
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Mustang Daily i o n ____ Wednesday, January 14,2004 9Death by powdered sugar 2004 will haveto be wild to outdo 2003O
nly in this country woulJ ;i man to lail over 
douiiimutN. You read correctly —  dout^linuts. 1 
mean, sure, 1 understand arrestinj’ crack dealers 
and pimps hut a doughnut salesman?
That’s a new low.
Here’s the story, according to the BBC Illinois resident 
Robert Lit>on was recently sentenced to 1 S months in jail 
alter repackaj:>ing retjular douf'hnuts as “low fat.’’ 
Naturally, dieters were onto these goodies faster than a 
fat kid onto a frosted cupcake. Liyon’s supposedly illegal 
_  act was discovered after sev-
^ O n i i n i l 0 Y l % d r y  consumers complained
that the low-fat treats were 
just too tasty to he health food.
It’s here that 1 must interject a huji'e “Duh.” This is the 
problem with dieting. Anyone who thinks that a dough­
nut will help him or her shed those nasty fat pounds 
needs to invest serious time in .some self actualization.
The bottom line is, if you really believe that a ball of 
dough that is fried in hot oil and topped with sprinkles 
could ever be healthy, there is a reason that you are heav­
ier than you want to be. It’s like buying a box of 
SnackWell’s cookies and feeling OK about eating the 
entire container simply because they’re labeled as “low 
fat.” No!
We’ve all seen Jared the Subway miracle. Have you 
observed anyone becoming famous for sticking to the 
doughnut diet? It you have, 1 will load a potato gun and 
let you shoot me with it. As good as it sounds, it just 
doesn’t happen.
Doughnuts are one of the only foods whose consump­
tion can actually cause you to physically resemble the 
product. 1 kid you not. Try the doughnut diet and see 
how long it takes you to look like a doughnut. You could 
model for Krispy Kreme.
Ligon’s packaging said that the doughnuts in question 
contained three grams of fat and were “carob-coated.” 
Right. “Wow, honey, this caroh coating sure tastes like a 
Hershey bar. And my fanny will still fit into a size two!” 
I’ll never eat salad again.
The glaze on the pastry was actually chcKt)late, and
the product (in truth) cont.lined IS gram«, of tat per .serv­
ing. Again, I mu t^ reiterate, healthy doughnuts? That is 
a definitive oxymoron. It’s like .saying that gravy and car­
diovascular fitness go hand tn hatui.
1 can’t go a week without seeing an article a.sking why 
Americans have becotne so pudgy. Why are we so over­
weight? Why are we so unhealthy? Why do our nation’s 
youth look like stand-ins for the Pillsbury Doughboy?
I’ll do everyone out there a favor and tell you all a lit­
tle secret about why Americans are so fat. It’s because we 
have an obsession with junk food to the point that we 
think something like a doughnut or baked (not fried, 
mind‘’('ou) potati  ^ chips will automatically make us look 
like Cindy Crawford or Brad Pitt.
OK, maybe doughnuts are a health food. 1 mean, if we 
dropped them over Ethiopia or Somalia we just might 
.solve the problem of starvation.
Then again, if we dropped doughnut holes over 
Alabama, you’d see an entire state fall into the ocean, 
being unable to sup-
port the weight of its The bottom line is, if you
inhabitants. Its all a ¡ycUeve that a ball o f
toss upi* rcHily. « l / • j  * l *i j
1 also aksolutely dough fried in hot Oil and
love that Ligon’s topped with Sprinkles could 
story made it to the ever be healthy, there is a 
press. Sure, little kids that you are heavier
killed in drive-by than you want to b e . 
shootings and yet the
whole of society is angered about the lying doughnut 
man.
This, undoubtedly, is a catastrophe of immeasurable 
scale.
But what to do with such h)wlifes who would profit on 
our chub? Let him be sentenced to death hy suffocation 
with delicious powdered sugar and cinnamon.
Yes, sadly, it has come to this.
Anna Piepmeyer is a writer for the Daily Utah Chronicle 
at the University of Utah,
Letters to the editor
Get to know your candidates 
Editor,
IX'mtKratic candidate Wesley Clark is trying to gather 
liberal voters to his cause. In an interview with the 
Manchester Union Leader newspaper, Wesley Clark 
revealed to the world his radical views on abortion stating, 
“until the moment of birth, the government has no right 
to influence a miither’s decision on whether to have an 
aKirtion.”
Should the next president of the United States feel that 
“Life begins with the mother’s decision,” as he stated in 
the inter\'iew? It sounds to me like he is trying to one up 
Htiward lYean for the most liberal of the major I\*m(x:ratic 
candidates. However, this policy would allow w’omen to 
have an aKirtion on the way to the delivery nxim. These 
11th hour aKirtions are not only medically unhealthy but 
alsti are morally repulsive. Surely, even people in favor of 
a mother’s right to chixise would he appalled hy such state­
ments, not just con.servative and religious organizations. 
Clark is expected tt) u.se more tactics like these as he clos­
es in on the primaries.
lYo you know your candidates?
fried chicken has been unfairly attributed as an ‘ethnic’ 
focxl since the antebellum period. No such relationship 
exists between Indian people and gasoline, does it? If sti, 
I’ve really missed something.
Rants like the one printed on Tue.sday do very little to 
foster a true sense of demtKracy. Instead of painting 
American politics in such dichotomized notions of 
Demixirat and Republican, wrong and right, etc., I’d like 
to offer the possibility that political ideology is stimething 
better defined by an acknowledgement that individuals 
need not adhere scilely to conservative or liberal ideals, 
that one may hold Kdiefs K'longing to neither or K>th of 
these relatively similar ideologies at once, and that one 
may feel ambivalence without being laK'led a hypiKrite. 
Perhaps, the greatest shtirtcoming of American demtKra- 
cy is that we so often view ptditics in such polar terms that 
lend themselves much more to bickering than ti) pnxluc- 
tive di.scussion. But, if your goal is to emulate Bill O ’Reilly, 
you’re doing a great job.
Dan K. O'Leary is a political science junior.
Disagreement isn't hypocritical 
Editor,
Wow, so if a person disagrees with you, Mr. Holbus, 
then that person is a hypiK'rite? Let’s take just a moment 
to analyze your argument in “Media holds a racist double 
standard” (Jan. 13). Saying Martin Luther King Jr. nins a 
Church’s Fried Chicken in South Central is markedly 
worse than referring to Gandhi as a gas station attendant 
in St, Louis.
Why? Well, for one thing, racist stereotypes have m>t 
traditionally a.ssociated people of Indian heritage with the 
selling of gasoline, nor with the mid-western city of St. 
Louis. Conversely, and 1 should not have to tell you this. 
South Central Los Angeles is a place populated, tt) a large 
degree, by African Americans. But you’ve probably never 
been near there, so I’m dropping a little knowledge on you 
anyway. You may not be aware of this little fact either, hut
Justin Bradbury is a political science senior, student of 
the world and self-acknowledged hypocrite.
Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. 
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, 
profanities and length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons 
do not represent the views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit 
length to 250 words. Letters should include the writer’s full 
name, phone number, major and class standing.
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Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 
CA 93407 
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(805) 756-^784
By e-mail: mustan9dailv@h0tmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do
not send letters as an attachment Please send the text in 
the body of the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the 
correct format
T he entertainment world certainly gave the rest of the world plenty to talk about in 2003.
Reality television seemed stronger than ever. The film industry 
gave us the conclusion of two of the most highly regarded trilogies since 
“The Godfather.” And, of course, celebrity antics kept us all on the edge 
of our seats and our mouths agape as we stotid in the checkout line at the 
grocery store.
2004 definitely has its work cut out for it to top the events of 2003. 
Here’s how that just might happen:
2003 : Ashton Kutcher grows in pi>pularity seemingly by the moment. 
He becomes a fixture of teen magazines and award ceremony red carpets 
everywhere. Kutcher starts dating Demi Moore and concludes the MTV 
series “Bunk’d” after two successful seasons. The sky seems to be the limit 
for this Iowa native.
2004 : The sky comes crashing down on Kutcher when Hollywood 
reveals to him that his entire career has been one very intricate practical 
joke. He is fired from the cast of “That 70s Show.” Mottre dumps him. 
Kutcher flees back to Iowa, constantly repeating the phrase: “I’m A.shton 
Kutcher. I’m awesome.”
2003 : While their music careers don’t exactly take off during the year, 
Jessica Simpson and Nick Lachey find fame with their MTV reality series 
“Newlyweds.” Simpson reaffirms the theory that it is OK to be a ditz as 
long as you Itxtk gcxrd in a bikini by pondering such things as whether 
Chicken of the Sea tuna is actually chicken or fish.
2 004 : Simpson and Lachey announce 
that they will s(x>n be parents. Simpson says 
she is excited that she will be getting a visit 
from the stork. Lachey explains to her how 
babies are really made, and Simpson cries for hours.
2 0 0 3 ; Sncxrp lYogg’s unique brand of “izzle” speech is on the lips of 
almost everyone. If this keeps up, the word “shizzle” will sixin makes its 
way into Webster’s Dictionary.
2 0 0 4 : When asked if he expects to be re-elected. President George W. 
Bu.sh replies, “Fa shizzle dizzle.” The trend is officially declared dead.
2 0 0 3 : Britney Spears and Madonna shix;k the world with an open- 
mouth, girl-on-girl kiss at the MTV Video Music Awards. Male jaws 
everywhere dntp, and the event becomes possibly the most replayed 
moment of the year.
2 004 : Not to be outdone by his ex-girlfriend, Justin Timberlake shares 
a kiss with Michael Jackson at the 2004 MTV Video Music Awards. Jaws 
everywhere drop, and then tttilets everywhere are filled with vomit.
2 003 : Thanks to the charisma of its stars, the Fab Five, “Queer Eye for 
the Straight Guy” becomes a runaway hit. Tlie term metrosexual enters 
into the American lexicon as straight men become more comfortable 
with manicures, exfoliation and interior design. Everyone wants tc» Kxik 
fabulous.
2 004 : America decides it has had enough of the Fab Five and a move­
ment fi'ims to counter all of its teachings. Men and women alike K'gin to 
embrace sweat pants, stubble and garage sale furniture. No one lixiks fab­
ulous, but everyone seems to be extremely comfortable.
2 003 : Two of Hollywixxl’s most popular and profitable franchises of 
recent memt)ry, “The Matrix” and “The Lord of the Rings,” Knh con­
clude their trilogies. “The Matrix” sequels are viewed by fans as fairly dis­
appointing, while most hdlowers of “The Lord of the Rings” saga are 
enthused by FnxJo’s final chapter. No matter what the reaction, the films 
make gixxl where it counts: at the Kix office.
2 0 0 4 : Seeing the folK>wing that these films created in the mixlern 
marketplace, studios begin searching for the next story they can turn into 
a trilogy. A studio decides to try its hand at turning summer 2003 hit 
“Seabi.scuit” into a trilogy. The second film follows the fantastic horse’s 
career as a stud, while the final film explains what hapjxMts to Seabiscuit 
after his death. Glue and dog f<xxl sales Knh take a hit.
2003 : Tlte whirlwind romance of Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez is 
the talk of Tinsel Town. Things start to unravel when the duo’s film 
“Gigli” completely Knnbs. After that, a su.spected marriage is apparently 
canceled. The two stop Knng Hollywixxl’s “it” couple, and it appears that 
true love has once again eluded Lopez.
2 0 0 4 : Affleck’s career continues to spiral out of control, and he loses 
all his pull as a leading man. He stars in a sitcom about an average-Uxik- 
ing guy from Boston who somehow fixds everyone into thinking he’s a 
gixxl actor. It is replaced at mid-season. As for Lopez, she marries a music 
label CEO, then a professional athlete and then a male.mixlel. None of 
the marriages last more than two months.
2 003 : Although fewer than 20 years in the past, the 1980s enjtiy a 
resurgence in popularity. Fluore.scent-colored clothing and bangle 
bracelets are everywhere. Care Bears and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
make comebacks. A whede new group of listeners discover Billy Idol and 
Boy Gecrrge.
2 0 0 4 : The 1990s, although fewer than five years in the past, make a 
noticeable return to pop culture. Flannel shirts and IVk  Martens are 
everywhere. Beanie Babies and the original PlayStation make comebacks. 
A whole new group i>f listeners discover Kurt Cobain and .Ace of Base.
Cole McGrath is a vyriter for the Daily News at Ball State University.
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Group says teacher 
pay should be tied 
to student progress
By Ben Feller
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON —  In her 24th 
year of teaching, Brenda Parrish has a 
new reason tor ensuring her stiklents 
do well on standardized tests: Their 
scores will affect her pay raise.
It a new aMiimission of govern­
ment, husiness and education leaders 
has its way, all teachers will find a sig­
nificant piirtion of their raises tied to 
progress hy their students. 
Nationwide, .salaries and raises are typ­
ically based on a teacher’s experience 
and education.
That system “does nothing to 
reward excellence because all teachers, 
regardless of effort or performance, get 
the same automatic pay increases,” 
according to a new report by The 
Teaching CAimmission, a nonprofit 
group formed in 200 i to improve the 
public teaching corps.
Parrish, who teaches eighth-grade 
math at Bell Street Middle School in 
Clintim, S.C., will have 20 percent of 
any salary' bump based on her students' 
test-score gains. An additional 10 per­
cent will Ix' based on test scores tor her 
school, while the remaining 50 per­
cent of her review will be based on 
classroom evaluations, including her 
ability to motivate students.
Parrish says it seems fair. The 
schiHil, she says, has greatly expanded 
regular training for teachers, and the 
student evaluation is done in a way 
designed to minimize factors outside 
her control, such as whether a child 
comes from a p»Hir home. Still, she’s 
nervous.
“I tell you, as many years as I’ve 
been in teaching, l’\e had goixl vears 
ind bad years,” she said, referring to 
both her own performance and some 
unruly classes. “There are vears |’d 
hate to think that I’d be paid based on 
the performance »)l the children given 
the situation I was given. You don’t 
want to make excuses, but on the 
t'ther hand, it needs to Iv fair.”
The pay-for-performance ivlea is 
part of a compensation overhaul rec­
ommended by the commission, whose 
members include former IBM 
Cdrairman Louis Gerstner |r.. 
President Clinton’s Kducation 
Secretary Richard Riley and former 
first lady Barbara Bush.
The group also recimimends an 
increase* m base salarv for all teachers 
to make the profe'ssion’s pay more 
com|X‘titive; new paths for teachers to 
b»H)st their p;’.\ and responsibilities 
without leaving the field; and finan­
cial incentives tor teachers to serve in 
hard-to-staff se"khiIs or take on high- 
demaixl subjee s.
Pay is just I art of the picture. Tlie 
commission’s aiggestions also o n er 
university edieation programs, state 
teacher licet ong and the role of
school principals in hiring.
Yet the salary ideas are likely to gen­
erate the most debate as the commis­
sion makes its case to governors, chief 
state scluHil officers, the federal gov­
ernment and others.
Some school districts are experi­
menting with pay-tor-performance, 
and the idea of incorporating student 
scores in some way seems to be coming 
of age as states refine their tests and 
standards, said Michael Allen of the 
Kducation Commission of the States.
But no district in the natii>n bases a 
significant portion of a teacher’s pay 
increases on student achievement, 
said .Allen, the commission’s teacher 
quality program director. “It’s an 
extremely complicated process,” he 
said. “You have to be convinced that 
you can, in tact, measure the progress 
that students make in a year, and that 
you can fairly tie it to the teacher."
Sandra Feldtnan, president of the 
.American Federation of Teachers, the 
union representing many urban teach­
ers, supports the thrust of the report. 
But Feldman, a aMiimission iiieiiiK?r, 
said the group gave too much weiglit 
to basing pay iMi student achievement.
“FxfX'rimetits are fine,” said David 
Sherman, vice president of the United 
Federatiim of Teachers in New York 
City, who worked with Feldman on the 
commission. “But in order to do it sys- 
temically, you’ve got to get the pnxess 
down right. We’re not there yet.
“.As a goal, yes, we’re open to it," 
Sherman said, “but let’s not make that 
the overarching way to improve 
teacher pay.”
The National Fducation 
,A>sociation, the country’s largest 
teachers uniiMi, dix's not support tying 
teacher pay to student scores, said Tom 
Blanford, .issixiate director for teacher 
iiuality. Such a plan could ignore per­
formance that won’t show up in test 
scores, such .is a teacher who prevents 
.1 child from dropping out, or iMie who 
inspires excellence in poetry’.
tierstner, the commissiiMi chair­
man, said test scores are at the heart of 
measuring student achievement, but 
they need not K' the only metluKl 
chi'seii by a scIuhiI district. He also 
said pay evaluations should consi».ler 
student gams in test scores —  not just 
how students did oi'erall — st> that 
teachers aren’t penalized for working 
with haril-to-reach children.
Tlie commivsion dismissed the com­
mon union complaint that jxrfor- 
mance-pay plans are Uxi subjective, and 
t ierstner did the same aKait concerns 
that no pro\en educatiiMi iiuxlel exists.
“Lawyers do it, engineers do it, busi­
ness jx'ople do it.” he said. “.All profes- 
siiMial jx'ople ultimately come up with 
methodology to judge the difference 
between great performance and 
mediixre performance, just because 
it’s hard dix'sn’t mean we can’t do it.”
Y o t s f d
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Girl dies in school bus accident
RALEIGH, N.C. (A P) —  A 
truck driver fumbling for a cell 
phone plowed his tractor-trailer into 
a stopped school bus Tue.sday in 
rural North Carolina, killing a 5- 
year-old girl as she hoarded the bus, 
tnxipers said. Her mother and more 
than a dozen other children were 
injured.
The force of the crash, on a two- 
lane highway near Maxton, pro­
pelled the bus more than 400 feet
and into the yards of nearby houses. 
Sheila Hernandez, who was on her 
way to pre-kindergarten, was killed. 
Maria Hernandez, 25, was severely 
injured as she stood nearby, watch­
ing her daughter.
The truck driver, Gary Garnett, 
was on his way to pick up a load of 
chickens for Mountaire Farms. He 
told troopers “he was distracted 
because he was trying to locate his 
cell phone, which he dropped on
the floorboard,” said Sgt. Lvorctr 
Clendenin, a spokesman for ilv.- 
Highway Patrol.
Charges were expected again t 
Garnett once troopers confer u itb 
prosecutors later thi.s week, 
Clendenin said. Garnett was hospi­
talized with severe injuries.
According to the Highway Patrol, 
Garnett had been involved in :it 
least two other accidents .ind' liad 
four previous driving convictivms.
Summer in  Spain
Spanish Language Immersion Program
Genera] Information Meetings
Wednesday, Kebuao 5, 6pm
Clyde P. F'iseher Science Bldg, (33), Rm, 226
Thursday, Fehuary 6,11  am
Erhart Agriculture Bldg, (to), Rm. 221
Summer 2003 -  Valladolid
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M-Th 4;00pm-10:<)0pm 
Fri ,Y00pm-7:IM>pm 
Sat Ny)on-5:OOpm 
Sun 4 (K)pm-l(l:0(tpin
Weekdays 7 . ..Htpin
Wecktnd.s<lu.scd
I’hiN t 1 ^ !
F£
M-Th 11 (K)am- ! 30pm
5;00pm-7:,70pm (Closed Fndays)
Weekends 2 00pm 4;tX)pm 
4:tOpm-7; V)pm 
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Weekdays i0;30am-l 3(^m 
5:00pm-7:30pm 
Weekends 9;00am I0;30ani 
11 (X)am-2;00pm 
5;00pm-7;30pm
M-Th tOOOam-Opm 
Fri I OOOam-10:00pm 
Sat I0;00am 8:00pin 
Sun N(xm-9:00pm
M A R K E
M-Th 6:30am* 10pm 
Friday 6:30am*5:30pm 
Sat 10am 5;00pm 
Sun I0:00am-10:00pm
MOM isn’t here, eat 
(dessert first, we won’t tell.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Like some 
tracks and 
talkers
5 Stereotypically 
upper-crust
10 Make-or-break 
time
14 Cinco y tres
15 Golf’s “army” 
leader
16 Article in Der 
Spiegel
17 Fella
18 Jockey's 
handful
19 Mighty long 
time: Var,
20 Summary of 
Krzysztofs visit 
wesi of 
Warsaw?
23 Bronx attraction
24 ________ Grey tea
25 Family V.l.R’s
28 Watch readout,
brieffy
30 Model Campbell
34 When Krzysztof 
got up south of 
Warsaw?
39 Pelvic bones
40 The Sixties, e.g.
41 ____saw
Elba"
42 What Krzysztof 
was doing 
northwest of 
Warsaw?
47 “Gypsy" 
composer Jule
48 Granola morsel
49 “Fore" site?
50 Baptism or bris
53 O .C .S. grads
55 Purpose of
Krzysztof's
travels
62 Shade of green
63 Like Bigfoot
64 Another, In 
Andalusia
65 ‘Betsy’s 
Wedding" star, 
1990
66 Detoo
70
Edited by Will Shortz
Quitter’s word 
1940's first lady
Reproduce like 
salmon
Artist Paul
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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1 French W.W. I 
commander 
Ferdinand
2 Stomach woe
3 Ruler exiled in 
1979
4 November 
birthstone
5 Male witch
6 Mars: Prefix
7 Sarcastic
8 Basso Ezio
9 "Give me a 
straight 
answer!"
10 Unwilling to 
listen
11 "Mon___ r
12 In a short time
13 Ginza currency
21 Big name in 
pineapples
22 Nick or chip
25 TV’s Hazel, e.g.
26 Book with insets
27 Time on the job
29 Number in a 
“crowd," in Köln
31 Had too much, 
briefly
32 Corday’s victim
33 “I f ____a rich
man ..."
35 Hard to 
recollect
( n14
17
¿0
115
|18
W
w
p o
6T
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3Ó 37
1
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Irr
i«r
Piuzhi by Bruo« Adams
36 Son of Prince 
Valiant
37 Green Hornet’s 
aide
38 Shoe with a 
swoosh
43 Crucifix letters
44 Hired 
companions, in 
Japan
51 p 3
36
45 ________ days
(happy time in 
the past)
46 Singer James
51 “Movin’ O uf 
choreographer
52 Madonna title
• role
54 Exchange buy
55 Looking scared
56 Racetrack 
figures
57 Meadows
58 Get one’s ducks
in ____
59 Romance lang.
60 French river
61 Post-it message
62 Sharp left or 
right
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years. 1 -888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network, 
nytimes.com/learnin^xwords.
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HOT STOVE LEAGUE
No. 1203 MadduXr Pudge 
ate best remaining
(AP) —  Now that most of the top 
stars have signed, Greg Maddux and 
Ivan Rodriguez are the biggest names 
left on the free-agent market.
Maddux, a four-time Cy Young 
Award winner, has been talking with 
the Chicago Cubs, his original big 
league team. Following seven seasons 
with the Cubs, Maddux spent the last 
11 years with the Atlanta Braves.
“We’re continuing to negotiate 
with about four, five teams,” 
Maddux’s agent, Scott Boras, said 
Tuesday. “There’s a possibility some­
thing can happen this week, hut a lot 
of Greg’s considerations involve 
meeting owners of clubs personally, 
and he’s talking a very methodical 
approach to this.”
It’s unclear what teams Rodriguez 
is talking to. After earning $10 mil­
lion last year with Florida and lead­
ing the Marlins to the World Series 
title, the team let him go after he 
asked for a four-year deal.
“W e’re talking to a couple of 
clubs,” said Floras, who also repre­
sents the 10-time All-Star catcher. 
“We’re making some headway.”
Several players agreed to contracts 
Tuesday.
Center fielder Jay Payton, cut 
loose by the Colorado RcKkies last 
month, agreed to a $5.5 million, two- 
year deal with the San Hiego Padres.
“I’ve always been a big jay Payton 
fan, going hack to my scouting days,” 
Padres general manager Kevin 
Towers said. “I turned him in higher 
than Nomat Garciaparra when they 
were at Georgia Tech. He was a bet­
ter hitter then.”
Payton hit .502 last year, hitting 
15 of his 28 homers and halt of his )2 
doubles away from Coors Field. He 
was eligible tor salary arbitration and 
would have earned about $).5  mil­
lion, but the RiK'kies tailed to offer a 
contract by the I\'C. 20 deadline.
Catcher Gregg Zaun agreed to a 
minor league contract with Montreal 
and would get a $500,000, one-year 
contract if he’s added to the Expos’ 
40-man roster. Right-hander Rick 
Helling agreed to a minor league 
contract with Minnesota, and reliev­
er Mike Williams agreed to a minor- 
league deal with Tampa Bay.
Infielder Matt Franco agreed to a 
$750,000, one-year contract with the 
Lotte Marines of Japan’s Pacific
-----------------------  League, who will
“W e ’re co n - be managed this
tinuingto season  by Bobby
negoaaK with
about four, pi^yed for
five teams. Valentine on the
. . .  Som ething New York Mets
I from 1996 tocan happen
this w eek...  ^ .^g e^er .267
Scott average with 22
B o rSS  homers and 117
Maddux's
a n p n t
^_____________  Major League sea­
sons. He shared 
first base with Julio Franco and 
Robert Fick with the Braves last sea­
son, hitting .246 with three homers 
and 15 RBls.
Kendall deal with Padres 
falls through
The long-discus.sed deal to send 
Jason Kendall from the Pirates to San 
Hiego fell apart Tuesday —  apparent­
ly because the Padres’ ownership 
balked at picking up the remaining 
$42 million of the catcher’s contract.
Under a trade the two sides have 
talked about since late List week, the 
P.idres would have gotten Kendall for 
newly acquired third baseman Jeff 
C'irillo and catcher Ramon 
Hernandez.
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
Bartender Tra inees  
Needed
Earn $100-200/ shift.
Int’l Bartender in town 1 week 
only. Day/eve classes, 
limited seating. Call today 
800-859-4109 www.bar- 
tendusa.la
Part and full time positions avail.
Students:
The Collaborative Agent Design 
Research Center is currently 
accepting applications for S O FT­
W ARE D EV ELO PER S/ 
PROGRAM M ERS. Applicants 
should have strong programming 
skills in C++ and Java. Skills in 
MFC. SQL, or COM are a plus. 
Apply on campus at CADRC, 
Bldg. 117-T, 756-2673. Please also 
email resume to 
office @ cadrc.calpoly.edu
H e l p  W a n t e d
Sacramento-based 
environmental nonprofit seeks 
Central Coast-based organizer for 
coastal, marine, and watershed 
protection program. Background in 
community organizing and/or 
watershed processes a plus. 
Spanish speakers preferred, 
candidates from diverse 
backgrounds encouraged to 
apply. P C LF  is an equal 
opportunity employer. 
Cover letter and resume to 
PCLF, 926 J  St., Suite 612, 
Sacramento, CA 95814. No 
phone calls.
H e l p  W a n t e d  I B o o k  E x c h a n g e  I R o o m s  For  Rent
G ET  YOUR C LA S S IF IED  
AD IN NOW!!
Make Money 
taking Online Surveys 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys 
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups 
Visit
www.cash4students.com/cpsu
C lass if ie d s
756-1143
Movie Extras/ 
Models Needed
Local & Statewide Productions 
No Exp. Req’d, All looks. 
Ages 18+
Minor & Major Roles Avail.
Earn up to 
$300/clay 
1-800-818-7520
Books:
Math 244 
Mate 210
Chem 124-125/127-129 
ME 211
Call Steve 459-1462
For  Rent
House for Rent 
Walk to the beach, newly 
remodeled 5 bed, 2 bath, private 
deck, W/D hook ups, ample 
parking, and only 15 minutes to 
Poly! $3475.00/month, avail 2/1/04 
Call 784-9101 for info.
5 Bedroom, 1 Bath, n/p 
big backyard
Great house, good location, 
close to school. $475 + utilities. 
Call or email for more info.
709-8233 (Matt), 
brooklyn_1044@hotmail.com
Los Osos studio, no smoking, 
quiet, cable, ph. line 
Call 528-6199
Got something to 
say?
Got something to sell? 
Put an ad in the 
classifieds!!!
Call Christ! 756-1143 
or stop in at the 
Mustang Daily 
Bldg. 26, rm. 226
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Busy weekend ahead for wrestling
'¥íáij.
.A.
FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
The Mustangs will look to defeat two of their biggest rivals after a tough road trip to Oklahoma this past weekend.
• Wrestling will travel 
to UC Davis and Cal 
State Bakersfield this 
weekend
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
The Cal Poly wrestling team, 
ranked No. 27 in the nation, returns 
to action Jan. 17, as they travel to 
UC Davis for the Aggies Open and 
a PaC'lO Conference dual meet at 
Cal State Bakersfield at 5 p.m. on 
Sunday, Jan. 18. The Mustangs are 
now 4-4 overall, 2-0 in the Pac-10.
The Mustangs have four wrestlers 
ranked in the the NCAA Division 1 
Top-20 Individual Wrestling poll 
released hy Intermat Wrestling this 
week, the Mustangs have four 
wrestlers in the top 20. Vic Moreno 
is ranked No. 11 in the 125-pound 
division, Darrell Vasquez is seventh 
in the 1 33-pound division and Matt 
0 ) x ,  wrestling in the 149-pound
division, is 15th in the country and 
second in the Pac-10 as he has com­
piled an overall record of 11-8. Ryan 
Halsey is No. 10.
Ranked first in the Pac-10, 
Halsey recorded the second best 
performance hy a Mustang last week 
hy going 3-1.
In the dual matches against 
Columbia and Boise State, Halsey 
made wrestling look easy as he 
defeated both (if his opponents hy
pinfall in 
the first
• The team is 
ranked 27th in the 
nation by Intermat
• Darrell Vasquez
is the highest- 
ranked individual 
at seventh
period.
H a l s e y  
carried this 
momentum 
into the 
weekend as 
he wrestled 
and defeat­
ed, the 
2003 NCAA champion. No. 1 Jake 
Rosholt of Oklahoma State, 6-2, hy 
decision. This was the second meet­
ing between the two wrestlers this
season. They first met in the finals 
at 2003 Reno Tournament of 
Champions where Rosholt defeated 
Halsey 13-7.
This victory was short-lived as 
Halsey would fall to Justin Dyer of 
Oklahoma by a 9-2 decision the fol­
lowing day.
Moreno, ranked No. 4 in the Pac- 
10, is currently on a seven-match 
winning streak dating hack to the 
Arizona State Duals. Moreno was 
the only Mustang to go 4-0 last 
week, including a huge 7-3 win over 
Cody Stites of Oklahoma State. 
Moreno avenged his 4-3 loss to 
Stites in the 2003 Reno 
Tournament of Champions. He is 
10-2 on the season.
Vasquez lotiked strong last week 
for the Mustangs going 2-1, includ­
ing two matches that went into 
overtime.
In a marquee matchup, Vasquez 
fell to No. 5 Johnny Thompson of 
Oklahoma State in overtime. The 
two were tied at 3-3 at the end of
regulation. Thompson used a double 
leg takedown in sudden victory to 
notch the victory. Thompson 
avenged his 5-3 loss in finals at the 
Reno Tournament to Vasquez.
Vasquez would return to the mat 
the next day to defeat Oklahoma’s 
Mimi Miller hy a 4-3 decision in two 
overtime periods.
After a 0-0 first period, Vasquez 
jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the sec­
ond period scoring an escape and a 
takedown. In the third period. 
Miller would fight hack, scoring an 
escape with 1:24 remaining and 
then a match-tying takedown with 
:01 seconds remaining. With no 
scoring in the first overtime, 
Vasquez scored an escape in double 
overtime to take the match. He is 
now 18-4 overall, ranked No. 1 in 
the Pac-10.
The Mustangs will take to the 
road next weekend as they travel to 
Stanford on Jan. 23 and Jan. 31 will 
compete at the California 
Collegiate Tournament.
Manning is the man for successful Colts
By Barry Wilner
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Before nearly every play, Peyton 
Manning harks instructions to his 
teammates. He waves and points. 
Put a baton in his hand, and he 
could he an orchestra conductor.
Sometimes it’s just for effect, hop­
ing to fixil a linebacker or safety into 
thinking Manning is switching 
plays. Often, though, he is making a 
key adjustment that leads to a long 
gain or a score.
It might lo(Tk like chaos, hut all of 
Manning’s movements and words 
help the Indianaptilis Colts’ offense 
run perfectly.
“Phenomenal,” is how Colts 
coach Tony I3ungy puts it. “He’s 
putting us in the right situations on 
every play.”
That could he an understatement.
Manning is playing so well he’s 
drawing comparisons to Super Bowl­
winning quarterbacks like John
Elway, Brett Favre and Steve Young.
After entering these playoffs with 
a 0-3 career postseason record. 
Manning has engineered two victo­
ries with stellar stats: He’s 44-of-56 
for 681 yards and eight touchdown 
passes.
His passer rating is an almost-per- 
fect 156.9, and he guided 
Indianapiilis to touchdowns cm 10 of 
17 possessions. He also guided the 
Colts into the AFC championship 
game at New England on Sunday.
Against Kansas City in the sec­
ond round,.the Ccilts just could not 
stop the Chiefs’ offense. Every time 
Manning was on the field, he knew 
Indianapolis HAD to score.
So he produced five touchdowns 
and a field goal. Simple as that.
“We knew it was going to he that 
type of game,” Manning said. 
“Kansas City has a lot of hig-play 
players. But our offense has been in 
rhythm the last couple of weeks.”
Well, yeah. And so much cT that
is Manning’s doing.
The Colts often use a hurry-up 
offense. They don’t huddle between 
plays, instead hustling to the line of 
scrimmage, which stops opponents 
from substituting players to fit the 
situation.
Then Manning surveys who is on 
the field and in what formation, and 
he calls the appropriate play. So far, 
he’s been correct on nearly every 
call, winding up with receivers in 
one-on-one coverage or a defensive 
lineup filled with defensive hacks 
trying to stop Edgerrin James’ runs.
“W e’re calling a lot of stuff,” 
Manning said. “1 call it being busy at 
the line of scrimmage.”
Adds James: “That’s why I call 
him ‘P-Money.’ He does an awful lot 
of studying and it’s not make-believe 
studying, he’s really studying.”
When told he would share the 
NFL MVP award with Titans QB 
Steve McNair and was voted to the 
All-Pro team. Manning called it a
tribute to his hard work.
“1 put a lot of time and effort ... 
into this season,” he said. “It’s some­
thing 1 take pride in.”
Manning’s cerebral approach to 
the game also has an impact on 
opponents. At times. Manning will 
appear to he calling audihles at the 
line of scrimmage, when in fact he is 
not changing anything. But he gets 
the defense questioning itself, and 
that can he just as effective as a 
strong hl(Kk.
Other times, he’s changing every­
thing he called because something 
he saw on film tipped him off to 
what the defense is planning.
“He studies the defenses really 
well,” Patriots linebacker Willie 
McGinest said after New England 
held on to heat Indianapolis 38-34 
in the regular season. “He just lines 
everybody up, and he looks and he 
reads. He calls the plays off of what 
he reads.”
Kobe 
out five 
games
• All-Star will miss 
Friday's matchup 
against the 
Sacramento Kings
By John Nadel
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kobe Bryant joined Shaquille 
O ’Neal and Karl Malone on the side­
lines Tuesday, leaving Gary Payton as 
the only healthy Los Angeles Lakers 
superstar.
Bryant is expected to miss a mini­
mum of two to three weeks with an 
injured right shoulder, the result of a 
collision with Cleveland’s Kedrick 
Brown on Monday night, the team 
said.
An MRl exam taken Tuesday con­
firmed Bryant sprained his surgically 
repaired shoulder.
Lakers coach Phil Jackson said 
Bryant won’t need surgery, hut will 
probably be placed on the injured list, 
meaning he’d have to sit out at least 
five games.
“1 don’t think there’s any long­
term effects to something like this,” 
Jackson said.
It’s also possible that Bryant could 
miss a game in February and two in 
March because of hearings regarding 
the sexual assault charge he faces in 
Qilorado.
Bryant, the NBAs seventh-leading 
scorer with a 22.0-point average, was 
injured with 5.7 seconds left in the 
first quarter of an 89-79 victory over 
the Cavaliers when he faked Brown 
into the air outside the three-point 
line and Brown landed on Bryant’s 
shoulder.
In obvious pain, Bryant made three 
free throws, hut left after the pericxJ 
ended and went to the kxker nxim 
for X-rays, which were negative.
Bryant played a little more than 
five minutes in the second quarter, 
hut was clearly not himself, running 
with his right arm hanging at his side. 
His only shot was a left-handed 
jumper from outside the foul line that 
didn’t come close.
CLASH ON THE COAST
UCSB game 
sold out
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Tickets for Saturday’s men’s bas­
ketball game versus U C Santa 
Barbara are sold out.
Mott Gym will be filled to its 
capacity of 3,032 when the Gauchos 
and Mustangs square off at 7 p.m.
Cal Poly heat UC Santa Barbara 
in front of another sellout crowd in 
last season’s Mott matchup. That 
game was televised hy Fox Sports 
West. The Mustangs also heat the 
Gauchos in the second round of the 
2003 Big West Tournament.
See Friday’s Mustang Daily for a 
preview of this Big West 
Conference game.
